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� 2007 Library and Information Science 

Scholarship Thesis Seminar

� Genealogical Exhibition Held during Family 

Week

� French Book Exhibition

instructed the public on how to use online 

genealogies, search genealogy library catalogs, and 

Date: December 21, 2007 use software to process, collect and share multimedia 

Venue: National Central Library genealogical information. Genealogical technology 

and future developments in genealogy were also 

presented along with examples of genealogies and 

family trees. 

The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints 

also donated information on home economics to the 

NCL for public reference. The gift was received on 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, 

behalf of the library by NCL Deputy Director-general 
Genealogical Society of Utah and NCL jointly 

Sung Chien-cheng. 
organized a "Family Week" series of activities at the 

NCL on August 8 to 11, 2007. Coinciding with 

Father's Day in Taiwan (August 8), the event 
The NCL held an exhibition of French rare books 

advocated family values and promoted family 
and other publications on French history, society, 

concepts. 
literature and art from October 1 to December 31, 

2007, in conjunction with the "2007 Lire en Fete" 

activity promoted by the French Ministry of Culture. 

In addition to 120 modern books on France, the 

library publicly displayed for the first time 28 rare 

French books from its Special Collection. The works, 

published between the 18th and 19th centuries, 

included French accounts and travelogues of China, a 

French translation of the poetry of the Qianlong 

emperor. Also displayed were works on French 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints donates 

history, the French Revolution, Napoleon, books to the NCL, represented by Deputy Director-General 

Sung Chien-cheng (right). (Photo by Yen Wen-ing) Montesquieu, the complete works of French naturalist 

Georges-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, books and 

The "Family Week" activities included covered, and other compendia. Among these 

symposiums, lectures, an award presentation beautifully produced works are several volumes that 

ceremony, and two exhibitions on genealogies and are difficult to find even in Paris. (Chinese text by 

families, respectively. The genealogy exhibition hien Chia-hsing) 

Exhibitions

awareness of the changes, history and content of 

Taiwanese periodicals published between 1945 and 

1987. More than 200 first edition periodicals were on 

display, including magazines on humanities and 

thought, political commentary, local documents, and 

culture and arts. 

The Exhibition of French Rare Books and Books on France 

(Photo by Pinery S. Wu)

The years between the end of World War II in 

1945 and the lifting of martial law in 1987 Minister of Education Tu Cheng-sheng (second from left) 

and Minister of the Government Information Office Hsieh represented an important period in the history of 
Chih-wei (far left) presented speeches at the opening 

Taiwan, especially in the areas of politics, economics, 
ceremony of the exhibition. Minister of Education 

literature, leisure and the development of local supervisor Mr. Wang Wen-lu (far right), Library Association 

of the Republic of China (Taiwan) president Huang Hung-consciousness. 
chu (second from right) and NCL Director General Huang 

Periodicals are usually the first channels by 
Kuan-chung (center) also attended the opening ceremony. 

which news and R&D achievements are announced. (Photo by Jhang, Bo-huei)

They also are important media for reporting on 

contemporary culture, society, technology and other 

events. Because they are issued regularly, they are 

able to reflect current events and the political and 

economic developments in a timely manner. As a 

result, they present a vivid portrait of Taiwan during 

this critical period, as well as provide a compass for 

the country's future. 

The NCL held the "In the Forefront of Change: 

Periodical First Issues (1945-1987)" exhibition from 
Exhibition entrance  (Photo by Pinery S. Wu)

October 6 to November 10, 2007, to broaden public 

� Exhibition of First Issue Periodicals in Taiwan 

(1945-1987)
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them quite old and rare. They are also valued by In addition to displaying print editions, the 

scholars for the refinement of their reproduction exhibition included online resources enabling visitors 

technique and their detail annotations. The NCL to browse the full content of the periodicals as well as 

carefully preserves these works and also makes them view related videos and lecture content. (Chinese text 

available to scholars for research and republication to by Lin Shu-fen) 

enable broader access to these materials and promote 

Chinese culture. 

Displays at the On the Forefront of Change Exhibition 

(Photo by Pinery S. Wu)

(Song) Dong-du shi-lu (Digest of Events at the Eastern 
During the Ming and Qing periods, many Yuan 

Capital), Wang Chen, Shaoxi reign period (1190~1194). 

and Song dynasty books were reproduced by hand to Meishan Chengshe Renzhai edition.

preserve these increasingly rare works. Today, 

improvements in printing technology have enabled 

preservation of these works through photocopying. In 

addition, a movement to restore ancient ways during 

the Jiaqing reign period (1522~1566), led to multiple 

block-print reproductions of Song and Yuan editions. 

The National Central Library (NCL) has a large 

collection of rare books, including Song, Yuan, Ming 

and Qing period rare books and general string-bound 

volumes. Song and Yuan volumes comprise the 

greater part of the rare book collection. There is also a 
(Song) Dong-du shi-lu (Digest of Events at the Eastern 

large number of Ming collected works as well as Capital), Wang Chen, block-print reproduction of the 

Meishan Chengshe Renzhai edition.hand-written and block-print reproductions, most of 

� Exhibition on Rare Book Reproductions

The NCL is holding an exhibition featuring a From Above Mountains of Taiwan and Historical 

special selection of rare books in the library Figures of Taiwan: Story of the Hakka People to the 

collection, along with block-print and hand-written Illustrated Guide to Snails in Taiwan and Pearl of the 

reproductions, and modern republications. The Grasslands: The Formosan Ring-necked Pheasant, the 

exhibition will assist scholars in textual verification winning works all well deserved the award for their 

research and also provide examples for the study of outstanding content. 

the style of the different editions. From November 1 to December 31, 2007, the 

The exhibition opened on November 14, 2007, at publications winning this year's Outstanding 

the NCL Rare Books Room. Government Publications Award will be displayed at a 

touring exhibition stopping at 23 libraries across 

Taiwan, offering the public a chance to browse the 

titles free of charge. For the exhibition schedule, visit: 

http://open.nat.gov.tw/OpenFront/show_img.jsp?file_i

d=25000011

The National Taiwan Library held a Taiwan 

Studies Book Exhibition on the theme of "Oceans, 

Colonialism, and Contemporization" from November 
February 1991 photocopy edition

17 to December 2, 2007. The exhibition was guided 

by the Ministry of Education and held in conjunction 

with Academia Sinica's Institute of Taiwan History, 

Graduate Institute of Taiwan History at National 

Forty government publications emerged as Taiwan Normal University, Taiwan Historica, 

winners of this year's Outstanding Government National Taiwan University Library, Shung Ye 

Publications Award. Grimm Culture editor-in-chief Museum of Formosan Aborigines, SMC Publishing 

Mr. Hau Kuang-tsai, Mr. Liu Ko-hsiang, director of Inc., and Kinokuniya Bookstore. 

the China Times literary supplement, and other Several lectures were also presented during the 

literary leaders formed the jury that picked the exhibition, including presentations on ports and 

winning works, which included books, AV materials, shipping in Taiwan during the Japanese colonial 

e-publications, periodicals and other types of period, land deeds in Taiwan, social changes in 

government publication.  Taiwan during the Japanese occupation period, 

� Taiwan Studies Book Exhibition: Oceans, 

Colonialism, and Contemporization

� Touring Exhibition of Award-winning 

Government Publications


